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CLASSROOM VISITS

WRITER RESIDENCIES

PROFESSIONAL
WORKSHOPS

Lori’s interactive classroom visits get children
excited about writing. Her hands-on presentations
focus on making sure every child knows they can
be a writer and that writing is fun.

Get your class excited about writing with a writer
residency. Lori offers 6- and 12-week residency
packages where she visits your class once a week to
teach writing skills. Residencies are available for
both expository and creative writing. At the end of
any residency, children will have either a finished
story or a finished book.

Lori's professional development workshops provide
teachers and staff with writing knowledge and
creative ideas for including fun writing activities
across the curriculum.

ldfairchildauthor.com - ldfairchild@ldfairchildauthor.com - 913-485-4770



Don't see the
perfect option?

Customize
your own!

CLASSROOM VISITS
Choose from one of the following options for your
classroom visit:

WRITER
RESIDENCIES

A writer residency is the perfect way to get
your students excited about writing through
multiple 45-60 minute sessions with a
published author. Choose from 3-day, 6-week,
or 12-week options.

What Is It Like to Be an Author?

Solve a Buddy and Panda Mystery

This visit includes a reading of part of one of
Lori Briley's books, a hands-on introduction to
the writing process and a Q&A.

Be like your favorite canine sleuths. Collect
clues and work together to solve a mystery.
Learn about the elements of the mystery genre
through this fun, interactive experience.

3-Day Residency

Everyone Has a Story to Tell
How to Be a Better Writer
Make it Shine: Editing Your Work

Three-day workshops can take place across
three days in one week or one day each week
for three weeks. Choose from the following
topics:

6-Week Residency

The writing process
Figurative language
Grammar rules
Story/report structure

Six-week residencies include a 45-60 minute
visit each week for six weeks. Students will
create a short story or report from start to
finish as they learn a variety of writing
techniques, including:

12-Week Residency

The writing process
Figurative language
Grammar rules
Story structure
Editing skills

Twelve-week residencies include a 45-60
minute visit each week for twelve weeks.
Students will create their own fiction or
nonfiction book from start to finish as they
learn a variety of writing techniques,
including:

PROFESSIONAL
WORKSHOPS

Writing is Fun!

Get tips from a professional author on how to
make writing engaging and fun across the
curriculum.

Develop better writers by making writing
something your students look forward to, not
something they dread. Learn hands-on activities
and games that make kids ask to write.

Encouraging Reluctant Writers

Getting started is half the battle when it comes
to writing. Staring at a blank sheet of paper can
be overwhelming to young writers. Learn about
different ways to help young writers get over the
blank paper block with fun brainstorming
techniques and writing activities.

All options available in person or virtually!




